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Abstract

The effect of the political economy on party polarization has been gaining attention within

the discipline in the last decade. Some scholars (Garand 2010; McCarty, Poole, and Rosen-

thal 2008) have suggested that income inequality causes polarization in Congress via increased

income-stratified partisan voting, while others (Rigby and Wright 2013; see also Schlozman,

Verba, and Brady 2012; Cohen et al. 2009; Bawn et al. 2012) conceive of income inequality

as a measure of the concentration of political elite donors. I argue that another key aspect of

the American political economy that is missing from this debate is that of union membership,

which serves as a measure of the pro- or anti-business climate in a given state. I conduct an

FGLS panel analysis of senator roll call behavior (using DW-NOMINATE scores and adjusted

interest group ratings) to conclude that income inequality is more likely a proxy for political

elite donors than a proxy for class-based voting stratification. Political donor elites influence roll

call behavior but only on social issues. Additionally, when compared with income inequality,

union membership has a larger effect on roll call extremity–in both social and economic issue

domains–but only in moderate states, where a senator is unable to rely on extremist voters

within their state for reelection and must build an electoral coalition dependent upon pro- or

anti-business groups. Finally, I show how this individual-level theory can explain changes in

aggregate, asymmetric polarization.

Keywords: polarization, U.S. Senate, roll call behavior, income inequality, labor unions, coali-

tions
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1 Introduction

An emerging topic of research within American politics seeks to understand the American political

economy; however, this research typically focuses on income inequality and its relationship with

roll call extremity in legislatures. I argue that unions are a key component of the political economy

that has not been studied in the context of roll call behavior–outside of the out-of-fashion studies by

economists studying roll call behavior on economic issues (e.g., Silberman and Durden 1976). This

paper will seek to understand how the political economy (measured by both income inequality and

union membership) influences senators’ voting across various issue domains as well as on aggregate

roll call behavior.

The two prevailing explanations for polarization in Congress are that Members of Congress have

become more extreme in response to a polarized constituency (these explanations often cite income

inequality as a reason for the polarized constituency) or that political parties (and/or Members of

Congress) are responding to new or different interest group pressures (i.e. unions). As utilized in

this article, union membership serves as a measure of the pro- or anti-business culture of the state,

since there is an inverse relationship between union strength and business strength, a theory which

I will detail further in the theory section of this article. While the primary goal of this paper is to

understand the nature of the effect of the political economy on roll call extremity, this paper will

then secondarily test both of these competing theories of polarization in order to see which is most

explanatory of the increased polarization in the U.S. Senate.

After detailing the previous literature, I present the results of a panel analysis of roll call

extremity in the U.S. Senate and find that, while income inequality can only explain variation in

roll call behavior on social issues, union membership can explain variation in senator behavior above

and beyond the influence of state ideology on senator behavior. In fact, ideology has a smaller-

than-expected effect on roll call behavior while union membership can predict changes in roll call

extremity, but primarily in moderate states. I conjecture that senators from ideologically-extreme

states would be extreme regardless of the strength of unions in their state, while in moderate states,

both Democrats and Republicans would be more responsive to changes in union membership within

their state (a proxy for the degree of pro-business culture) because they do not have an ideologically-

extreme electoral base of support and must thus win over the support of intense policy demanding

(Cohen et al. 2009) unions or business leaders. I conclude by summarizing the nature of the

American political economy and show how a union-based explanation of roll call extremity can also

explain the diverging ideologies of Republicans and Democrats in the U.S. Senate.

2 Polarization in the United States Congress

While Jacobson (2000, 2001) argues that politicians have been galvanized by the more polarized

interests of their constituency after the realignment over civil rights, the prevailing belief among

political scientists is that the public has responded to the cues of an increasingly extreme elite,

causing the mass public to polarize in turn (e.g., Layman and Carsey 2002; Layman et al. 2010;
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Burden and Kimball 2002; Kimball 2005; Levendusky 2009; Hetherington 2001). Using measures

of congressional ideology and public opinion, Hetherington finds that beginning in the late 1970s,

increases in elite polarization (congressional party polarization) have closely preceded, and thus

not followed, the mass polarization that took place around the same time. Hetherington interprets

this lag in mass polarization as indicating that the elite polarization may have encouraged mass

polarization. If elite polarization can predict (and thus may cause) mass polarization, then it is

quite difficult to say with confidence that mass polarization leads to the polarization of Congress.

The theory of elite-driven mass polarization is completely incompatible with the notion that income

stratification-driven mass polarization has caused congressional polarization (McCarty, Poole, and

Rosenthal 2008; Garand 2010).

There are other reasons to doubt that elite polarization is driven by mass polarization. Mann

and Ornstein (2012) emphasize throughout Its Even Worse than It Looks that the Republican

Party has diverged farther from a centrist position than the Democratic Party has. The causes

of asymmetric congressional party polarization remain unsettled. McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal

(2008) (herein MPR) point out that primaries cannot be the only cause of polarization, since

politics went through cycles of polarization and moderation before primaries were implemented.

(Like Brady and Han (2007) say, polarization is the norm in American politics.)

From macro-level analysis, Poole and Rosenthal (2011) reach two important conclusions about

Congress: large ideological swings of Congress are uncommon, and large ideological swings of

individual congresspersons are uncommon. Congress and congresspersons voting remain rather

consistent, and changes are only gradual. Thus, polarization should be thought of as a process that

took place over time in Congress.

Contrasting the MPR or Jacobson view of polarization, another perspective (taken in this paper)

is that polarization can be traced to the integration of group interests into political parties (Karol

2015). Thus, the divergence in policy stances between the two parties can be attributed to the

integration of increasingly polarized interests into the Democratic and Republican parties.

At least tangentially related to the finding that there is a widespread belief among scholars that

MCs are not solely concerned with being delegates of their constituency’s interests. Lee, Moretti,

and Butler (2004) find that voters appear to elect and not affect policies, since a decrease in margins

of victory do not moderate representatives. Others (Griffin and Newman 2005; Kingdon 1989, 45-

47) have suggested that the mechanism for representation–the congruency of public opinion with roll

call votes–might likely be the choice of like-minded MCs (as opposed to MCs being hyper-sensitive

to changes in district opinion).

In sum, there is reason to doubt that it is even possible for polarization to be cause by the

electoral connection. Elites (however conceived) have had a significant role in causing polarization.
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3 Theory

What causes party polarization in congress–and more specifically, the Senate? The three primary

explanations of polarization investigated in this article are: (1) an increasingly extreme public, (2)

income inequality, and (3) policy-demanding interest group coalitions. Perhaps the most important

interest groups in American politics is that of labor unions and business. To uncover the role of

the American political economy on roll call extremity, I will focus on the effect of income inequality

and unions (and business by proxy) but include state ideology as an important control variable

that has been cited as a key determinant of a senator’s roll call extremity.

3.1 Income inequality

The major work finding a relationship between income inequality and polarization is MPRs Polar-

ized America. The scholars find that income is highly correlated with Republican identification, as

well as vote choice in the presidential election, and that this relationship has become stronger since

1952. Additionally, income is increasingly good predictor of roll call extremity since the 1970s.

This is essentially the building block for most of MPRs arguments. It is because of this fact that

the scholars conclude that increasing income inequality must be the driving force behind the in-

creased stratification as income increasingly became a cue upon which political elites encouraged

the public to vote (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2008, 92). Essentially, they claim that as those

in the middle of the income distribution shrink, those that are left are at the income extremes,

having preferences more extreme than the middle class. Thus, income inequality causes increased

polarization insomuch as it means that income-partisan stratification is increasing. The scholars

find a strong r value of 0.94 when correlating inequality and the difference between Republicans

and Democrats in average NOMINATE score in the U.S. House from 1947-2003 and they also find a

strong r value of 0.78 for the relationship between income share of the top 1% and the NOMINATE

from 1913-2000.

A major drawback of the theory is its limited scope. Attempting to apply the MPR theory to

the Senate (since the states are a microcosm of the nation), Garand (2010) concludes that MPRs

findings hold at the senator level as well. Garand uses DW-NOMINATE scores, state-level income

inequality data, and control variables to conclude that polarization is significantly correlated with

income inequality. Garand additionally elaborates upon the original theory and proposes that

inequality strengthens the relationship between income and a voters party preference. Voting can

be increasingly predicted by income: lower-income citizens will vote for Democrats in their self-

interest, while higher-income citizens will vote for Republicans in their self-interest. Higher income

inequality would strengthen these divisions, since there would theoretically be more people at the

upper or lower extremes of income, and these people would be voting in self-interest. Increased mass

polarization (from the change of the income distribution) then leads to the selection of senators

who will reflect the more extreme views of the voters.

In a working paper, Voorheis, McCarty, and Shor (2015) find that inequality affects the political
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process by making Democratic parties more liberal, and so inequality polarizes legislatures by

replacing moderate Democrats with conservative Republicans. Although, this explanation does not

square with the Mann and Ornstein (2012) finding that Republicans have become asymmetrically

more extreme.

Hypothesis 1 Income inequality will increase the roll call extremity of all senators across

all issues.

This theory is complicated by what inequality actually is. By definition, increasing income

inequality means that there are fewer and fewer rich that control more and more of the total income,

and simultaneously there are more and more people that are poor. Unless rich Republicans have

some sweeping, undue advantage in the political system, then it is unlikely that income inequality

has been the only cause of polarization. Campaigns of elected officials must seek to gain the votes

of the middle class (even if that is the upper middle class) because there are only a few high-

income households and the poor are less likely to vote (e.g., Verba and Nie 1972). The top 10% of

earners–only a fraction of the total vote share–is not enough to win an election.

There is, however, much evidence contradicting this theory. An overarching theory about

polarization and inequality, such as the ones presented by MPR and Garand should be able to

explain the states as well. In a study examining party polarization of state politics, Hinchliffe

and Lee find that “. . . increases in income inequality are not associated with more legislative party

polarization in either the lower or the upper chambers” (Hinchliffe and Lee 2015, 18).

While cost-of-living does not make the relationship between income and voting patterns insignif-

icant, Gelman (2009, 48) argues that the rich vote Republican and the poor vote Democratic, but

no more so than in the 1980s and 1990s (even though inequality has increased), because income has

been decreasing in importance as a determinant of voting. Gelman, Kenworthy, and Su specifically

address the issue of income-stratified voting patterns in the United States. According to Gelman,

Kenworthy, and Su (2010, 1213):

“One explanation for why inequality does not predict voting more strongly is tied into

economic inequality itself: the argument is that the rich now have enough resources

to tilt the political discourse in their direction and to even change the rules of the

game (through campaign contributions and other forms of economic influence) in their

favor. . . On the other hand, the victories of congressional Democrats in 2006 and Barack

Obama in 2008 have reduced the appeal of arguments that the system is rigged against

liberals.”

The scholars conclude with the fact that “income predicts vote choice about as well now as it

did 30 years ago, but with a new geographic pattern” (1213).

In response to MPRs original analysis, Dettrey and Campbell (2013, 1071) conclude that “there

appears to be no evidence of a strong and consistent increase in income inequality-related ideological

polarization in recent decades,” but they instead conclude that it is party polarization which leads
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to ideological polarization–and not class polarization. Dettrey and Campbells findings contradict

Garands (2010) analysis. Garand finds that ideologies become more extreme when inequality rises

but does not actually test the differential in ideology between classes that Dettrey and Campbell

do.

Therefore, it is unlikely that inequality-induced polarization works through the electoral con-

nection. In an alternate conception, income inequality is theorized not as driving mass polarization

as others have posited (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2008; Garand 2010; Voorheis, McCarty, and

Shor 2015), but as changing composition of party elite, by increasing the number of rich activist

donors. In one tradition of research, elite issue activists have also been found to be a major part of

the reason for polarization. There are an increasing number of issues in which the parties diverge,

whereas the core disagreement between parties has typically been economics (Miller and Schofield

2003; Layman et al. 2010). However, it is also the case that political activist donors are much more

liberal on social issues than the general population and much more conservative on economic issues

than the general population (Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012), leading to the possibility that

donors would support Democrats conservative on economic issues and Republicans liberal on social

issues. However, Rigby and Wright (2013) find evidence that Democrats are more conservative on

economic issues in states with greater income inequality but less evidence that Republicans are

more liberal on social issues in states with high income inequality. Rigby and Wright’s study was

of candidates, while this study will analyze the data of roll call voting decisions on issues that have

already made it onto the agenda. I therefore predict that both Republicans and Democrats may be

effected on social issues by income inequality, but I will leave open the possibility that Democrats

may be affected by income inequality on economic issues as well (Rigby and Wright 2013). At its

core, this theory is rooted in the assumption that the state party elite (donors) influence senators’

behavior (The Party Decides [Cohen et al. 2009] at the state-level).

Hypothesis 2 For Republicans: Increasing income inequality will lead to senators voting

more liberally on social issues, and not on economic issues.

Hypothesis 3 For Democrats: Increasing income inequality will lead to senators voting

more conservatively on economic issues and more liberally on social issues.

3.2 Unions and State Ideology

Unions are central to changes in the economy over the past few decades. Variation in union

membership is able to explain cross-national and systematic variation in male wage inequality (Card

2001; Card, Lemieux, and Riddell 2003; Western and Rosenfeld 2011); however, more importantly

than the effect of unions on wages, organized labor is integral to understanding the landscape of

the American political economy, since labor serves as an “organizational counterweight” to business

interests. According to Hacker and Pierson (2011, 57):

“. . . organized labor’s role is not limited to union participation in the determination of

wages. Much more fundamental is the potential for unions to offer an organizational
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counterweight to the power of those at the top [the corporate elite]. Indeed, while there

are many ‘progressive’ groups in the American universe of organized interests, labor

is the only major one focused on the broad economic concerns of those with modest

incomes. . . unions are the main political players in pushing leaders to address middle-

class economic concerns and resisting policy changes that promote inequality. Unions

also have the resources and incentives to check corporate practices.”

Business interests began their aggressive mobilization of anti-union business lobbying in the

1970s, which led to public policies that caused a decrease in union membership. Employers came

together as a coalition to push for the interests of American businesses. Their tactics included

letter writing and phone calls to Congress. Simultaneously, increasing numbers of workers have

wanted to join a union, causing the U.S. to be the industrialized country with the largest portion

of the workforce that wants to join a union but is unable to do so (Hacker and Pierson 2011, citing

Freeman 2007; Bryson and Freeman 2006).

Mizruchi (2013) offers a different description of the relationship between business and unions.

Mizruchi details the history of union-business-governmental relations, to conclude that the symbi-

otic relationship between labor and business turned to an adversarial one in the 1970s.

The Committee for Economic Development was a moderate group of businessmen that pushed

their agenda to the ruling political elite. The group was tolerant of unions (and constantly argued

for increased education spending) and spoke for business in Washington, unrivaled. It was not

only the CED that held moderate beliefs; a majority of business executives, even as early as the

1970s, held moderate beliefs tolerating unions; although, there was certainly a sect of the business

community that was anti-union. According to Mizruchi (2013, 105):

“Although the managers of large American corporations might have been relatively

accommodating to organized labor during the late 1960s could not be easily dismissed.

Instead, labor’s strong push during the decade led to a reaction from management that

resulted in a renewed offensive against labor, a movement that gained full force in the

1970s.”

Partly in response to inflation and rising labor costs, the business community became increas-

ingly anti-union in policy position. The rise of the anti-union Business Roundtable began to gain

influence with the political elite, even with Democratic president Jimmy Carter. During the 1970s,

key elements of the corporate elite who were previously moderate grew more conservative but it

is also true that more anti-union businessmen joined the ranks of the corporate elite. Mizruchi’s

evidence adds to the evidence presented by Hacker and Pierson to support the conclusion that

labor and business strength are theoretically collinear. The strength of one is the inverse of the

strength of the other. An analysis of 1960s state data (Hicks, Friedland, and Johnson 1978) finds

that unions have a positive effect on redistribution while the presence of the large corporations has

a negative effect on redistribution. Hicks, Friedland, and Johnson (1978, 312) conclude that “labor
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unions and corporations are organizational bases of class power,” which is further evidence of a

collinear relationship between union strength and business strength.

Kruse (2015) presents an alternate, though not necessarily contradictory, theory. Kruse argues

that the corporate elite worked with prominent religious leaders to promote a Christian-libertarian

agenda in order to stop the New Deal, and so began the alignment between the corporate elite and

religious leaders.1 It is thus possible that a pro-business climate may also influence social issues in

the contemporary American political economy.

The discussions of business-labor relations surveyed here focus on the national level, but I be-

lieve that it is fair to extend the theory of organizational counterweight to the states as well. And

thus, the pro- or anti-business climate in a state should correlate with senator roll call behavior.

Union membership does not effect roll call ideology in isolation, though. Union membership must

be understood in the context of a state’s ideology, suggesting an interactive relationship. Republi-

can senators from conservative states have a conservative base that gives them the freedom to vote

extremely without having to fear reelection, regardless of union membership in the state. Republi-

can senators from moderate states with low union membership will incorporate businesses into their

coalition–which is not out of the ordinary for Republicans; however, Republican senators from mod-

erate states with significant union membership in the population will have to moderate (especially

on economic issues), abandoning the usual pro-business message, in order to be reelected.

Hypothesis 4 For Republicans: in conservative states, Republicans will exhibit a conser-

vative roll call behavior. In moderate states with low union membership,

Republicans will exhibit a conservative roll call behavior. However, in mod-

erate states with high union membership, Republicans will exhibit a moderate

roll call behavior, especially on economic issues.

On the other hand, Democratic senators from liberal states have a base of liberal activists that

give them the liberty to vote extremely without having to fear reelection, regardless of union mem-

bership in the state. Democratic senators from moderate states with significant union membership

in the population will have to incorporate the liberal unions into their reelection coalition, which is

in line with the natural Democratic coalition; however, Democratic senators from moderate states

with little union membership must moderate their roll call behavior in order to vote in line with

the dominant business interests (especially on salient economic issues).

Hypothesis 5 For Democrats: in liberal states, Democrats will exhibit a liberal roll call

behavior. In moderate states with high union membership, Democrats will

exhibit a liberal roll call behavior. However, in moderate states with low union

membership, Democrats will exhibit a moderate roll call behavior, especially

on economic issues.

1. Mizruchi (2013) would likely argue that these anti-New Deal executives were a subset of the corporate elite that
was not as dominate and influential to the political ruling elites as the moderate members of the elite that was not
aggressively anti-New Deal.
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Thus, roll call behavior is best understood in the context of the senator’s political party and

the composition of his or her state electorate. If evidence is found in favor of these hypotheses, it

is not simply the electoral connection that is driving polarization (Jacobson 2000), but changes in

the reelection coalition of the senator.

4 Data and Methodology

In order to test these hypotheses, I will analyze the Senate after 1994, in order to draw conclusions

about roll call behavior during the current “polarized” era of American politics, which began around

the Gingrich takeover of the House (Mann and Ornstein 2012; see also Theriault and Rohde 2011).

And in order to estimate the average effect of an increase in the characteristics of a state that a

senator represents on his or her roll call behavior, we will need a time series model. The model used

is a cross-sectional time-series generalized least squares regression, with heteroskedastistic panels

and an autoregressive design. The panel structure allows for better isolation of the causal mecha-

nisms when compared with only a cross-section, since changes in roll call behavior are regressed on

changes in the independent variables. There is a one-year (or one-congress, when applicable) lag in

the independent variables, since the theoretical relationship of interest is the behavior of senators

in response to an election. More information on the model specification is located in the Online

Appendix.2

4.1 Dependent Variables

Since all but Hypothesis 1 require investigation by issue domain, multiple models are necessary.

In order to give the most robust test possible of the hypotheses, there are two aggregate measures

of roll call ideology, two measures of roll call voting on social issues, and two measures of roll call

voting on economic issues which will be utilized in this paper.

NOMINATE. NOMINATE scores are–for better or worse–the most widely used measure of

legislator behavior in American politics. The measure compares legislative behavior on all roll

call votes among legislators to construct a score of legislator conservativeness. DW-NOMINATE

scores are comparable between years, but can only move in one direction (more liberal or more

conservative) over time; however, the panel design allows us to understand how the magnitude of

changes in DW-NOMINATE are associated with a given magnitude of changes in the independent

variables. In this article, I only use the first dimension of DW-NOMIANTE. This measure ranges

from -1 (most liberal) to 1 (most conservative).3 For NOMINATE scores, I will conduct three

analyses per political party: (1) for 1995-2012 without the political economy variables (without the

Gini index, union membership, or liberalism/union interaction), (2) for 1995-2012 including the

2. Appendix available at https://corymaks.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/political_economy_appendix1.

pdf.
3. DW-NOMINATE scores are authored by Royce Carroll, Jeff Lewis, James Lo, Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole, and

Howard Rosenthal and made available at Poole and Rosenthal’s VoteView website, http://voteview.com/dwnl.htm,
accessed Feb. 1, 2014.
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political economy variables, and (3) for 1971-2012. With all of these analyses, I can determine how

the effect of state ideology is overestimated without considering the political economy and then

determine if effect sizes differ when a longer time series is used.

ADA. The Americans for Democratic Action legislator ratings are included as an alternative

to NOMINATE scores, capturing roll call behavior on the most salient legislation. The ADA

liberalism scores are reverse-coded as to be comparable with NOMINATE scores, so that higher

values represent more conservative roll call behavior. The data for these scores comes from Timothy

Groseclose, who rescaled the scores so that they are comparable across time.4 The ADA measure

and the rest of the interest group measures are scaled from 0 to 100; however, given the rescaling,

some senators have ratings below 0 or above 100. See the Online Appendix for more details about

the coding.

ACLU. The American Civil Liberties Union legislator ratings are included as a broad-ranging

measure of a senator’s votes on social issues. ACLU scores are similarly recoded so that a higher

score is more conservative. Since theory points toward donors being libertarians (Schlozman, Verba,

and Brady 2012), the ACLU legislator measure can help to test how influential these libertarian

donors are.

NARAL. National Abortion Rights Action League legislator ratings are included (reverse

coded), since abortion has been a special instance in American politics where the same issues has

been on the table for decades. It is also an issue where elites care much more about the issue

(and are much more sorted) than the general population (e.g., Fiorina and Levendusky 2006), so

it provides for a special test of elite influence.

CFA. The Consumer Federation of America advocates for consumer protection regulations,

and so their legislator ratings are one part of understanding legislator behavior on economic issues.

(Also reverse coded.) It is important to note that adjusted CFA data was only available from

1995-1999 and as such, there is less within-panel variation (only 5 years worth). CFA and NTU

scores are an alternate to Chamber of Commerce scores, which some may think to be a standard

measure of economic policy voting. The difficulty with using Chamber of Commerce scores is that

they include issues that are not exclusively economic, such as immigration.

NTU. The final measure used is the National Taxpayer Union’s scores of fiscal conservatism

on issues relating to government spending, debt, and taxes. Selecting two dependent variables

that both capture different aspects of economic policy allow for the possibility that effects of the

independent variables differ between tax-related and regulation roll call votes.

The same basic model is used for each dependent variable. To reiterate, all dependent variables

are coded so that higher on the scale represents a more conservative voting behavior. As such,

ADA, ACLU, NARAL, and CFA scores are reverse-coded so that 100 is conservative and 0 is

4. Data for all interest groups scores came from Timothy Groseclose’s UCLA faculty website: http://www.sscnet.
ucla.edu/polisci/faculty/groseclose/Adj.Int.Group.Scores/, accessed Nov. 22, 2015. The data was originally
created as a part of a project that appeared in the APSR, where the methodology of the scores is described (Groseclose,
Levitt, and Snyder 1999). There is also a subset of the Congress literature criticizing the use of NOMINATE (e.g.,
Lee 2009; Theriault 2008); thus, the ADA scores can serve as an alternative to NOMINATE scores.
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liberal. NOMINATE and NTU scores are kept on their original scale. Therefore, all outputs and

graphs are in units of a senator’s conservativeness regardless of the dependent variable.

4.2 Key Independent Variables

In order to evaluate the hypotheses detailed in the previous section, the key independent variables

of interest are income inequality, union membership, citizen liberalism, and a union × liberalism

interaction term.

Income inequality. Income inequality will be measured by the Gini index, an index from 0 to

1 which measures the concentration of income in the senator’s state. The closer to 1, the greater

the concentration of income at the top of the income distribution. The data (Voorheis 2014) were

derived from the Census’ Current Population Survey where Voorheis imputed the data in order to

more accurately estimate incomes at the top of distribution when compared with what could be

estimated simply from the CPS dataset alone.5

Union membership. A measure of union membership is included to understand how changes

in union membership lead to changes in roll call behavior. The measure (Hirsch and Macpherson

2003) is a percentage of the workforce who elects to be a member of a union, thus capturing as best as

possible the climate toward unions.6 When evaluating the hypotheses relating to union membership,

the key change of interest is between 0% union membership and 30% union membership, since this

is a realistic comparison of low and high levels of union membership.

Citizen liberalism. I include a measure of the state’s citizens’ liberalism in order to examine

how changes in the extremity in the public are followed by changes in a senator’s roll call extremity.

The measure (Berry et al. 1998) is constructed based upon the state’s voting history in House of

Representatives races. Voting returns are weighted by the incumbent representative’s ADA score,

thus capturing voter preferences on salient liberal/conservative issues, in which the public can

evaluate their representatives.7 (For examples of the public’s ability to evaluate MC behavior on

salient issues, see Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan 2002; Nyhan et al. 2012.) This measure has

been validated through two subsequent studies (Berry et al. 2010, 2013). (See descriptive statistics

in the Online Appendix.) While I believe that the error introduced by using these measures is

minimal, it should also be noted that this measure was primarily chosen as it was the only measure

of state ideology that I could find that was available for the time period that was not based on

simple self-identification. When evaluating the union hypotheses, a conservative states will be

defined as 10% citizen liberalism, a moderate state will be defined as 50% citizen liberalism, and a

liberal state will be defined as 90% citizen liberalism. These cutoff points make rejecting the null

that citizen ideology matters (the most common explanation for polarization) much easier.

5. For a more in-depth discussion of the values of this data, see Voorheis, McCarty, and Shor 2015. The data can
be accessed at http://pages.uoregon.edu/jlv/data.html, accessed Sept. 11, 2015.

6. Union coverage would not be able to capture the climate toward unions like voluntary union membership could.
Union data available via Georgia State University, http://unionstats.gsu.edu/, accessed Oct. 6, 2015.

7. Data accessible through Richard C. Fording’s website originally prepared for Berry et al. 1998, https:

//rcfording.wordpress.com/state-ideology-data/, accessed Oct. 2, 2015.
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Union membership × citizen liberalism. The final key independent variable of interest

is the interaction term between union membership and citizen liberalism, which will allow for the

possibility that the effect of union membership is conditional upon citizen liberalism.

4.3 Control Variables

I also include control variables for other factors which may lead to changes in roll call behavior,

as is standard in roll call analyses. Urbanization should lead to senators being more liberal. A

greater percentage of African Americans in a state may also lead to senators being more liberal.

The median income of the state is also included in the analysis to be sure that income inequality

is not capturing affluence but only inequality. More affluent states are also typically are more

liberal (Gelman 2009), another reason to include it as a control. Additionally, the poverty rate is

included in the analysis to ensure that income inequality is capturing only inequality and not just

poverty. Increased poverty may also lead to a senator behaving more liberally on economic issues.

Finally, a control variable for whether the senator is from a southern state, where senators are

usually more conservative, is included.

All variables are on a zero to one scale, with income being rescaled so that zero is the minimum

income in the sample and one is the maximum income in the sample. All of data for the control

variables (except for South) comes from the U.S. Census Bureau’s decennial census, and as such,

the data is only available every ten years, making the estimates much less exact.

5 Results and Discussion

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 present the regression coefficients and confidence intervals for the key variables

of interest. See the Online Appendix for the full regression outputs. Before explicitly testing the

hypotheses, I will first examine Figures 1 and 3 to see if estimates of citizen liberalism differ when

adding the political economy variables and if estimates of the basic model differ when including

more than a decade of additional congresses in the analysis. For Republicans (Figure 1) but not

Democrats (Figure 3), the effect of citizen liberalism on roll call extremity decreases in magnitude

after including the political economy variables. Thus, for Republicans, at least, not including

the political economy variables may bias coefficient estimates for state voter ideology. Previous

studies that neglect income inequality and union membership may be similarly biased. As far as

a comparison between the 1995-2012 and the 1971-2012 models, it does not appear that there are

any large differences between coefficient estimates between the models that exclusively examine

roll call extremity during the rise in polarization (1994-2012) and the models that examine roll call

extremity since Realignment (1971-2012).

5.1 Income Inequality

Based on these regression results, it is clear there is not enough evidence to support hypothesis 1;

there is clearly not a uniform (meaningful) statistically significant and positive effect on roll call
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conservatism for Republicans, nor is there a uniformly negative effect on roll call conservatism for

Democrats. Senators do not appear to be polarized by increasing income-based party identification

stratification (if that even can be measured by income inequality).

[FIGURES 1, 2, 3 AND 4 ABOUT HERE]

Hypothesis 2 can be evaluated using Figures 1 and 2, time-series estimates of Republican sen-

ators’ conservativeness. When Republicans vote on social issues, an increase in income inequality

leads to a statistically significant and meaningful shift in roll call behavior. The coefficient on

income inequality for the ACLU scores is -54.786 for a one-unit increase, meaning going from pure

equality to income concentrated with one person. For an increase of 0.2, a more realistic increase

in the Gini index of a U.S. state, there would be a decrease in ACLU scores of between 2 and 19

points, with 95% confidence, on the 100-point senator rating. In the 108th Congress, this would

mean that senators from states with higher inequality (0.2-points higher on the Gini index) voted

more liberally on approximately one more bill than did those with lower inequality.8 NARAL scores

have less variation among Republicans than they do among Democrats; keeping that in mind, an

increase of 0.2 in the Gini index would lead to an increase in NARAL conservative scores of be-

tween 2.5 and 12 points on the 100-points scale, a wide confidence interval. Thus, if anything,

Republicans from more unequal states are more conservative on abortion. It cannot be determined

whether donors donate to candidates who so happen to be more conservative on abortion (because

they may also be more conservative on economic issues) or if they intended to support candidates

with pro-life abortion stances, but abortion appears to be an exception to Republican donors being

liberal on social issues. For all economic interest group ratings (as well as the ADA scores and

NOMINATE 1995-2012), the effect of income inequality on roll call behavior is inconclusive since

the effect size confidence interval is so large and considerably crosses zero. The evidence is favorable

toward Hypothesis 2; however, an increase in income inequality leads to an increase in pro-life roll

call votes.

Unlike with Republicans, increasing income inequality does not lead to a significant change in

Democratic roll call behavior on ACLU scores, as is shown in Figure 4, since the standard error

is nearly the size of the coefficient. Since Democrats are typically more liberal on social issues,

it is not surprising that they would not respond to changes in the concentration of income (and

therefore more elite donors). However, on abortion issues (NARAL), increasing income inequality

by 0.2-points would lead to an increase in anti-abortion roll call voting by between 1.5 and 16.5

points on the 100-point scale. On economic issues, CFA scores are effected by income inequality

and an increase in income inequality of 0.2 leads to an increase in anti-consumer protection scores

by between 3.5 and 18 points. With NTU scores, the effect size is too small to be meaningful.

Thus, the evidence is much more mixed on Hypothesis 3 as opposed to Hypothesis 2. Democrats

seem to be effected by income inequality on issues relating to abortion (in a liberal direction as

8. There were nine roll call votes the ACLU used to evaluate senators’ scores in the 108th Congress; see the
Federal ACLU Scorecard, https://ssl.capwiz.com/aclu/scorecard.xc?chamber=S&state=US&session=108&x=10&
y=13, accessed Jan. 20, 2016.
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predicted) and consumer regulations (in a conservative direction as predicted) but the evidence is

inconclusive as to whether there is an effect of income inequality on civil liberties (ACLU) and the

effect is meaningless on the issues relating to taxes (NTU).

5.2 Union Membership

Figures 5 and 6 are margins plot derived from the estimates found in the regression outputs. The

estimates used to create Figure 5A can be found in Figure 1, the estimates used to create Figure 6A

can be found in Figure 3, and so on. Upon examination of the width of the confidence intervals, the

graphs in Figures 5 and 6 give credence to the conclusion that, in general, one can be much more

certain of the estimates of moderate states than of the estimates of the liberal and conservative

states. The wide confidence intervals for estimation of liberal (90% liberal) and conservative (10%

liberal) states is likely due to the fact that these extremes are not usually present in the data,

especially at extremely high and extremely low levels of union membership. This fact should be

kept in mind when analyzing the graphs, but we are still able to make valid inferences from them.

Upon first examination of Figures 5 and 6, it is striking that there is not universally true that

senators from more liberal states are more liberal and senators from more conservative states are

more conservative. It is clear that in order to know predict a senator’s roll call behavior, it is

important to know both their states’ level of union membership and citizen liberalism. In general,

for both Republicans and Democrats, the largest difference in roll call behavior is between high and

low union membership in moderate states, providing support for the notion that moderate states

are the key to understanding changes in polarization.

[FIGURES 5 AND 6 ABOUT HERE]

Beginning with Figure 5 (Republicans), we can evaluate Hypothesis 4. In every instance except

for with NOMINATE (5A), we see that Republicans from moderate and conservative states behave

similarly at low levels of union membership. When this is the case, I speculate that Republicans

have a strong business constituency that enables them to be reelected without having to vote in

accordance with the median voter. At higher levels of union membership, Republican senators

from moderate states moderate their voting records across all issues and lack a strong integration

of corporate “big” business interests into their electoral coalition (I theorize), while Republicans

from conservative states are still conservative. Another way to state this is that, in moderate

states, union membership is highly predictive of roll call behavior, while in conservative states,

union membership is not predictive. In every measure (except for possibly the ACLU scores),

increasing union membership in moderate states leads to a more liberal roll call behavior. With

this evidence, we can reject the null that there is no meaningful interactive relationship of union

membership and citizen liberalism; however we cannot conclude that there is a difference between

social and economic issues.

Now analyzing Figure 6 (Democrats), we can evaluate Hypothesis 5. Democrats do not appear to

be universally responsive to changes in union membership. I theorize that this is because of the fact
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that unions are naturally a part of the Democratic coalition. Since unions are a core constituency

to Democrats, they are responsive to their policy demands regardless of union membership (at least

in liberal states). For the two broad measures of roll call behavior, NOMINATE and ADA scores

(Figures 6A and 6B respectively), union membership does seem to influence roll call behavior, but

only in moderate states. There is mixed evidence that union membership in moderate states (when

compared with liberal states) effects Democrats’ roll call voting behavior, since Democrats from

liberal states are more difficult to predict. The only issue-specific score in which union membership

matters is with the National Taxpayer Union scores (Figure 6F). Since the scale on the y-axis

is so small, we can only draw one conclusion, Democratic senators from liberal and conservative

states behave similarly at lower levels of union membership and differently at higher levels of union

membership. It is inconclusive whether Democrats behave more liberally on fiscal policy issues in

moderate states as union membership increases. Thus, we cannot draw any conclusions on whether

changes in union membership lead to senators being more liberal, on an issue-specific basis. In

sum, for Democrats, I find fair evidence that moderate states with low union membership are

different from moderate states with high union membership and liberal states (see especially the

NOMINATE and ADA score graphs) and so Hypothesis 5 is mostly confirmed.

6 Trends in Aggregate Polarization

Based on these findings, we can classify senators by their propensity for extremism: Republicans

from moderate states with high union membership and Democrats from moderate states with low

union membership are most likely to exhibit a moderate roll call behavior. Republicans from

conservative states, Republicans from moderate states with low union membership, Democrats

from liberal states, and Democrats from moderate states with high union membership are most

likely to exhibit an extreme roll call behavior. It is now possible to examine the number of senators

in each congress that fit into the categories of: typical moderates or typical extremists. As Figure

7 suggests, for Republican senators, there has been a decline in the number of senators from states

that are typically represented by moderates and an increase in the number of senators from states

that are typically represented by conservatives. And as shown in Figure 8, we see no comparable

changes in the number of Democrats from typically moderate or typically liberal states.

[FIGURES 7 AND 8 ABOUT HERE]

Thus, the changing face of the American political economy can help to explain changes in the

aggregated behavior of the political parties, and can therefore explain the rise in polarization of the

Senate chamber over recent decades. It is important that theories of polarization are able to test for

the mechanisms behind individual roll call extremity and unlike what was suggested by Voorheis,

McCarty, and Shor (2015), this individual-level explanation of polarization is able to explain how

Republicans have been the driving force behind the aggregate asymmetric polarization in Congress

(Mann and Ornstein 2012).
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7 Conclusion

Economic, party elite campaign donors (as captured by the Gini index) are meaningfully–but with

a small impact–influential on social issues, but generally not economic issues.9 Since Americans

seem to be keenly aware of the economy (e.g., Dolan, Frendreis, and Tatalovich 2009), senators

may have more leeway to vote in line with donor elites on less-salient social issues. Especially on

the issue of abortion, Republican donors appear to be pro-life while Democratic donors appear to

be pro-choice, but further research studies should be done on the political opinions and campaign

giving patterns of elites donors. Further research should also investigate whether donors are more

influential on certain issues, such as regulation for Democrats. However, the core constituencies

(pro-business or pro-labor groups within the state) play a much more important role in determining

policy in both the social and economic domains when compared with the potential role of the donor

party elites. The economic variables (especially union membership) are as predictive if not more

predictive than citizen ideology alone. While the mechanisms remain untested, the time series

evidence suggests that, at least on certain issues, changes in the American political economy are

reflected in roll call behavior during the subsequent year.

This article is able to contribute to and test theories (1) of the role of income inequality on

the political system and (2) of the importance of American labor unions. Firstly, the evidence

presented in this article tends to confirm the notion that income inequality has some effect on the

political system, but the source of that effect is from political elite donors (Schlozman, Verba, and

Brady 2012; Rigby and Wright 2013) as opposed to a public polarizing based upon class-based

stratification (Garand 2010; McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2008), since there is little evidence

that increasing income inequality leads to a more extreme roll call behavior on all issues, increasing

liberalism for Democrats and increasing conservatism for Republicans. Though, this article finds

that even on social issues, where donors do significantly matter, the effect of these elite donors is

quite small.

While The Fracturing of the American Corporate Elite (Mizruchi 2013) offered a political so-

ciological account of history, it was not rigorously applied systematically as an explanation for

political change. This study has tested the claims made in that book, but significantly extended

upon them: the rise of an American corporate elite that is so aggressively anti-union and the sub-

sequent division of American economic culture is a major factor leading senators from moderate

states to join the rest of their party in political brinkmanship. The time series estimates provide

support for the theory that labor and business are such a counterweight to one another that they

can even be conceived as an inverse relationship. The coalitional pressures from the political econ-

omy are certainly only one part of the polarization story, but it has an undoubtedly major role in

the polarization of political parties in the U.S. Senate.

9. Except for Democrats, where income inequality effects changes in less-salient regulatory roll call votes by not
more-salient tax roll call votes.
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VARIABLES 1995-2012 w/o econ. 1995-2012 w/ econ. 1971-2012

Gini index -0.0742 -0.301

[-0.159 – 0.0104] [-0.382 – -0.220]

Citizen liberalism -0.549 -0.284 -0.401

[-0.602 – -0.495] [-0.385 – -0.183] [-0.476 – -0.326]

Union membership -0.496 -0.235

[-0.853 – -0.140] [-0.447 – -0.0224]

Liberalism × unions -0.912 -0.744

[-1.671 – -0.154] [-1.157 – -0.331]

Observations 443 443 883

χ2 1516 1980 15287

Figure 1: Republican Senators’ Time-Series NOMINATE Estimates. Feasible generalized least squares regression coefficient
estimates with heteroskedastistic panels and panel-corrected AR(1) autocorrelation. Estimates of other covariates omitted from this
table. All dependent variables are coded so that higher on the scale is more conservative. 95% confidence intervals are in brackets, below
coefficients.
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VARIABLES ADA ACLU NARAL CFA NTU

Gini index 3.026 -54.79 37.42 -6.154 7.180

[-14.59 – 20.65] [-95.35 – -14.22] [12.45 – 62.39] [-51.45 – 39.14] [-4.610 – 18.97]

Citizen liberalism -2.791 26.77 24.82 26.22 19.46

[-21.52 – 15.93] [-8.468 – 62.01] [-8.799 – 58.44] [-19.37 – 71.81] [7.483 – 31.43]

Union membership 21.51 176.6 193.0 200.9 66.30

[-47.89 – 90.90] [30.11 – 323.1] [40.89 – 345.1] [61.55 – 340.3] [20.57 – 112.0]

Liberalism × unions -166.4 -468.6 -618.1 -591.5 -274.5

[-342.7 – 9.900] [-816.8 – -120.3] [-988.0 – -248.2] [-967.9 – -215.1] [-375.8 – -173.2]

Observations 298 300 302 124 302

χ2 112.5 44.07 83.43 177.7 386.1

Figure 2: Republican Senators’ Time-Series Estimates of Interest Group Scores (1995-2004). Feasible generalized least
squares regression coefficient estimates with heteroskedastistic panels and panel-corrected AR(1) autocorrelation. Estimates of other
covariates omitted from this table. All dependent variables are coded so that higher on the scale is more conservative. 95% confidence
intervals are in brackets, below coefficients.
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VARIABLES 1995-2012 w/o econ. 1995-2012 w/ econ. 1971-2012

Gini index -0.0334 -0.0171

[-0.0655 – -0.00138] [-0.0424 – 0.00809]

Citizen liberalism -0.0838 -0.125 -0.123

[-0.102 – -0.0653] [-0.161 – -0.0891] [-0.148 – -0.0984]

Union membership -0.390 -0.417

[-0.533 – -0.247] [-0.486 – -0.348]

Liberalism × unions 0.318 0.270

[0.115 – 0.520] [0.160 – 0.380]

Observations 430 430 910

χ2 1132 3490 3537

Figure 3: Democratic Senators’ Time-Series NOMINATE Estimates. Feasible generalized least squares regression coefficient
estimates with heteroskedastistic panels and panel-corrected AR(1) autocorrelation. Estimates of other covariates omitted from this
table. All dependent variables are coded so that higher on the scale is more conservative. 95% confidence intervals are in brackets, below
coefficients.
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VARIABLES ADA ACLU NARAL CFA NTU

Gini index -28.33 -13.81 -45.00 53.59 -15.79

[-45.88 – -10.78] [-36.96 – 9.337] [-82.60 – -7.398] [18.27 – 88.91] [-27.32 – -4.257]

Citizen liberalism -34.98 -21.30 -29.39 -27.67 0.844

[-47.65 – -22.31] [-48.75 – 6.155] [-67.96 – 9.185] [-53.06 – -2.292] [-8.636 – 10.32]

Union membership -109.0 -130.6 -175.8 -78.28 53.35

[-157.5 – -60.44] [-219.4 – -41.85] [-317.3 – -34.32] [-162.8 – 6.288] [14.58 – 92.13]

Liberalism × unions 150.0 141.8 162.2 43.13 -73.86

[71.61 – 228.4] [2.952 – 280.7] [-41.48 – 365.8] [-87.76 – 174.0] [-133.3 – -14.41]

Observations 317 319 321 135 318

χ2 406.1 401.2 249.4 111.5 97.70

Figure 4: Democratic Senators’ Time-Series Estimates of Interest Group Scores (1995-2004). Feasible generalized least
squares regression coefficient estimates with heteroskedastistic panels and panel-corrected AR(1) autocorrelation. Estimates of other
covariates omitted from this table. All dependent variables are coded so that higher on the scale is more conservative. 95% confidence
intervals are in brackets, below coefficients.
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(a) DW-NOMINATE, aggregate (b) ADA (reverse coded), salient issues

(c) ACLU (reverse coded), civil liberties (d) NARAL (reverse coded), abortion

(e) CFA (reverse coded), consumer protection (f) NTU, fiscal policy

Figure 5: The Effect of State Liberalism and Unions on Republicans’ Roll Call Behavior.
The figures display the interactive effect of union membership and state liberalism on roll call behavior.
SOURCE – DW-NOMINATE Scores: http://voteview.com/dwnl.htm; Interest Group Ratings: http:

//www.sscnet.ucla.edu/polisci/faculty/groseclose/Adj.Int.Group.Scores/
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(a) DW-NOMINATE, aggregate (b) ADA (reverse coded), salient issues

(c) ACLU (reverse coded), civil liberties (d) NARAL (reverse coded), abortion

(e) CFA (reverse coded), consumer protection (f) NTU, fiscal policy

Figure 6: The Effect of State Liberalism and Unions on Democrats’ Roll Call Behavior.
The figures display the interactive effect of union membership and state liberalism on roll call behav-
ior. SOURCE – DW-NOMINATE Scores: http://voteview.com/dwnl.htm; Interest Group Ratings:
http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/polisci/faculty/groseclose/Adj.Int.Group.Scores/
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(a) Typically conservative type
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(b) Typically moderate type

Figure 7: Average NOMINATE Score for Subgroups of Republican Senators (92nd to
113th Congress).
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(a) Typically liberal type
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Figure 8: Average NOMINATE Score for Subgroups of Democratic Senators (92nd to
113th Congress).
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